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To Prepare:
Childcare is a sacred trust. We have hired you to take care of our youngest children. We trust
you, and their parents trust us. This may be the first time that they have left their child to be
cared for by others. This may be the 30th Sunday that their child is spending with you. In every
case, we want you to be the most competent and loving caregiver that you can be, and so we
have prepared this training document to guide you and to act as a resource.
As with any endeavor, it’s important to take good care of yourself so that you can do a good
job. Be well rested, and eat a good breakfast before arriving. If you are sick, please let us
know as soon as you can, and try to have one of the other workers sub in for you. Please arrive on time, which is by 9:15. If you find it unavoidable that you’ll be late, please alert staff as
soon as possible.
Upon arrival, put on your name tag, and go over the room and be sure that it is ready for the
arrival of families. The room should look inviting. Set up the sign-in/sign-out folder, nametags,
and make sure that you have working pens ready to go.
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In the
Classroom:
To Greet:
Welcome each family warmly as they come into the classroom. Assess the readiness level
of the child to enter into the room. As families come in:
Walk to the entrance, say hello, and tell them your name if they don’t already know it.
Call the child by name if you know it, or ask the child their name and invite them to participate.
Ask the parent to sign the child in and out.
Let parents know that we allow the children to snack on Chex cereal. Ask if their child has
any allergies or special concerns.
Invite a parent to stay with the child if the child seems very uncomfortable.
Make a name label for the child if they don’t already have a nametag.

While working:
Try not to sit or stand with your back to the door so that you can see who is entering and
leaving the room. Interact with the children and encourage them to interact with each
other, if appropriate.
Do not use your cell phone unless you need it to communicate with one of the staff or a
parent.
Because you will be working with babies, you should be prepared to change diapers, feed
them, and comfort them by rocking or holding them when they need it. Diapers and wipes
as well as paper towels and other cleaning materials are available in the Nursery rest
room. Parents should supply any food or bottles needed for their child. Please let RE Staff
know if you are running low on any supplies.
You should be familiar with the developmental stages of the older children. Playing games
and organizing activities are a part of your duties. There is a developmental level guide in
this manual.
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Food:
There may be times when snacks or meals are consumed during childcare time. For example, parents should provide food for their own children if they are here for a
mealtime event. If the children will be in childcare for a long period, a more substantial
snack should also be supplied by the parents.
Before eating, wipe down the table with a disinfectant wipe. Make sure that kids are
sitting at the table to eat and are not wandering around with food. When done, wipe the
table down again with a disinfectant wipe.
Parents should be asked if there are any special instructions regarding food allergies,
sensitivities, or preferences. Don’t allow the children to share food. Contact the parent
right away if you suspect that a child has consumed food that they shouldn’t.

GUIDANCE AND
DISCIPLINE
Do not use physical force, threats, or put-downs with any child.
Positive, calm guidance and discipline are crucial because they help promote children’s selfcontrol, teach responsibility, and help children make thoughtful choices.

Proactive Strategies
Child misbehavior is impossible to prevent completely. Children are likely to do things that
caregivers will not expect. However, there are many positive steps caregivers can take to
help prevent misbehavior.
Set clear, consistent rules.
Make sure the environment (room, playground) is safe and worry-free.
Show interest in what the children are doing. Interact with them and ask them questions.
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Provide appropriate and engaging playthings- make sure toys are clean and operating
properly.
Focus on the desired behavior, rather than the one to be avoided.
Build children’s image of themselves as trustworthy, responsible, and cooperative.
Expect the best from the child.
Give clear directions, one at a time.
Say “Yes” whenever possible.
Notice and pay attention to children when they are doing things right.
Take action before a situation gets out of control.
Encourage children often and generously.
Set a good example.
Help children to see how their actions affect others.

Possible reasons for misbehavior
If you understand why children may misbehave, you may be more successful at reducing misbehavior problems. Some common reasons:
They want to ‘test the limits’ and see if the caregivers will really enforce the rules.
Expectations at school and at home are different.
They don’t understand the rules, or are held to expectations that are beyond their developmental levels.
They want to assert themselves and their independence.
They feel ill, bored, hungry, or sleepy.
They lack information and prior experience in this setting.
They have previously been ‘rewarded’ for their misbehavior with adult attention.
They copy the actions of their parents.

Positive discipline techinques
True misbehavior occurs when a child chooses to behave inappropriately. Before you take action, ask yourself the following questions:
Is the child really doing something wrong? Is there a real problem, or are you just tired
and out of patience?
If there is no real problem, release your stress away from the child.
If there is a real problem, go to the next question.
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Think for a moment. Is the child actually capable of doing what you expect?
If your expectations are not realistic, re-evaluate your expectations.
If your expectations are fair, go to the next question.
Did the child know that they were doing something wrong?
If the child didn’t realize that they were doing something wrong, help them to understand what you expect, why, and how they can do that. Offer to help.
If the child knew that what they were doing was wrong, and they intentionally disregarded a reasonable expectation, the child misbehaved.
If the behavior was an accident, like wetting pants while sleeping, it was not misbehavior.
If the behavior was not an accident, ask the child to tell you the reasons they had for
doing what they did.
If the child is old enough, ask them how they might solve the problem or correct the
situation. By using a positive, problem-solving approach, children can develop skills in
thinking through a situation and developing possible solutions.
Remember, however, that it’s always a good idea if to explain the rules fully and clearly
before misbehavior occurs. Whenever possible, involve children in making the rules for
the classroom. For some groups of children of mixed ages that are not regular Sunday
child care, the childcare covenant can be read and signed by parents and kids at the time
the kids are dropped off.
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Here are some strategies that caregivers can use to respond to misbehavior:

FIX UP: If a child willfully damages something, they should help in either fixing it or cleaning it up. If they cause someone distress, they
should help in relieving that. Don’t waste time trying to get a child to
say that they’re sorry- they may not be capable of that, and you’ve
gotten yourself into a power struggle. For example: “You hit your
brother and he is crying. It looks like you hurt him. Can you think of
anything you can do to make it better?" The child might offer a hug, get an ice pack, draw
them a picture.... They might also choose to say, "I'm sorry."

RE-DIRECT: This strategy can work when you notice that a child is not following the rules and is being uncooperative. All misbehavior is not an opportunity for a teaching moment. Maybe the child is hungry, missing parents, or something else. Check on those needs first, then, engage them in
a new activity. Get the child’s attention and introduce another activity.
For example: “Tom, please help me water the flowers now. You’ve been
riding the bike for a long time and now its Lena’s turn.” Children also respond well to being a special helper. Praise their abilities or experience in some area and
then give them a special job.

TIME-OUT: Time-outs should never be used to isolate or shame a young
child. Caregivers should not yell or speak across the classroom to redirect a child’s behavior. Instead, take the child to a quiet corner and keep
him with you to help him calm down. Do your best to get down to their
level and talk to them quietly without attracting the attention of the rest
of the class. In many cases, acting out behavior that requires a time-out
happens because the child feels that they are not getting attention For
example: “You can choose to sit in the circle without hitting anyone, or sit with me while
we read a story.”
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Separation Anxiety
The most common ages for separation fears occur at
8 months
12 months
18 months-3 years
The child’s crying and clinging an express two different messages. First, the child may be
crying because they fear that when the parent leaves, they will be gone forever. The second situation is when the child begins to cry upon the parent’s return. This happens because the child is reminded of how they felt when the parent left.
Factors that can contribute to separation anxiety:
Tiredness
Illness
Changes in the household routine
Family changes such as birth of a sibling, divorce, death, illness
Change in caregiver routine
To support a child through periods of separation anxiety:
Encourage parents to stay with the child in the classroom until they become familiar
with the new surroundings
Let the child know that they will be all right
Let the child know, in words they can understand, that you know how distressing it
must be to be separated from their mom or dad. Do this with understanding and acceptance, but not excessive sympathy.
Never make fun of a child’s distress or scold them for it.

Temper tantrums and meltdowns
Let RE Staff know if a child is having a tantrum, so that we can
work together to get the parents.
Some tantrums stem from outright rebellion, but in most
cases, tantrums occur due to a frustration of some kind on the
child’s part.
Preschoolers have yet to develop the skills that will allow
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them to express themselves the way they might like to. When they are unable to get
their message across, a breakdown may occur.
Sometimes a child may not know what they want. They could be tired, hungry, or just
plain bored.
Tantrums can sometimes occur when a child is trying something for the first time- tying shoes, for example, and just can’t figure it out.
They could just be having a bad day.
There are a couple of different methods for handling tantrums. Which one you choose will
depend on what kind of child you’re dealing with.
Ignore it: If you can, try walking away, making sure that the child is safe first. Stay
nearby, but make sure it’s clear by your actions that their display has no effect on you.
Don’t make eye contact and don’t talk to them. When the child sees that they’re not
getting a reaction from you, they may stop.
Diffuse it: If you don’t have the stomach to be passive, there are some techniques you
can try. Soothe the child by rubbing it’s back and talk to them in a low, quiet voice.
Sometimes repeating the same thing over and over again, like “You’re ok” or “It’s alright”, or singing a quiet song or nursery rhyme, may work. If you can get another
adult into the room, try removing the child and redirecting their attention by holding
them and walking them in the hallway.
What you shouldn’t do: Don’t yell back at the child or try to reason with them when
they are in the middle of an emotional outburst. There is no way to get through to
them, and you may make it worse. You just have to wait until it is over.
If a child starts to bite, kick, hit, or show other aggressive behavior, take action immediately. Remove the child from the situation and call RE staff. Parents will be notified immediately.
Transitions from one activity to another can be hard for some children to adjust to. As
children arrive and get settled, tell them some of the activities you will be doing later.
About 5 minutes before you change activities, let them know: “In 5 minutes we are going
to put toys away so we can have story time,” or something like that. If you keep the same
routine for activities each Sunday, the children will learn to transition more smoothly.
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Child Development:
From birth till about age 2: Children need a lot of supportive,
loving interactions and holding. If the caregiver is absent, the
child may fear that he or she will not return. At this stage, children build attachments to caregivers. They are learning that
adults will be there for them when they need them. During
these years, children learn through their senses and their physical activity.
From about 2 years to about 6 years: Children learn language, some reading, and many social skills They also begin to struggle for more independence from caregivers. If such efforts
are understood and encouraged, children will begin to take more initiative. During these
years, children learn by exploring, pounding, touching, mixing, turning objects over and
throwing them, and asking many questions.
From age 6 to about 12 years: Children begin to act with increasing self-control. During
these years, they begin to lay the groundwork for becoming productive members of society.
They process the information they receive and can make complex decisions. They are able
to follow rules and accept responsibility They also deve
lop a self-image based on their experiences and the feedback they receive from significant
adults. If this feedback is positive, children grow to become confident and successful teens.
If it is frequently negative, a child can grow to feel inadequate and inferior.

Classroom Safety:
To prevent the possibility of abuse or accusations of abuse, we follow
the Safe Congregation Policy. The Director of Religious Education has
determined additional policies which child care personnel should adhere to:
Childcare workers under the age of 18 should be paired with another childcare worker who is 18 or older.
Safe Church policy determines that “two adults at all times” should be present for all
activities.
Child care workers and teachers should be trained in appropriate methods of maintaining classroom discipline.
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Keep your cellphone handy and on vibrate. Don’t use it for personal use while working.
Make sure the RE staff has your current cellphone number.
If you take children outside, all of you need to go out as a group. Don’t leave kids unattended inside or outside.
We maintain an open door policy, unless you are having trouble with children leaving
the classroom unattended. Otherwise, all doors to classrooms should be left open at all
times.
Watch the kids closely when they are on playground equipment, or on other climbing
structures, whether inside or outside. Don’t ever turn your back on kids climbing.
Count your kids and always know where they are and what they are doing.
If a child is hurt during childcare, fill out an “Ouch Report”. It must be signed by you
and by the parent. The top half goes home with the parent, and the bottom half is
handed to RE Staff, for our files. In the case of a serious injury, an incident report will
need to be filled out in the church office.

BATHROOM RULES:
If a toddler needs to use the bathroom on a Sunday, have them
use the small toilet in the nursery if they are potty trained.
If you need to use the diaper changing station in the nursery
bathroom for older babies and need to leave the preschool room,
prop the nursery door open so nursery workers can help keep an eye on the preschoolers, too. Be sure to wash your hands and wipe down surfaces with a disinfectant wipe
before leaving the bathroom.
If it’s not a Sunday, and older kids need to use the bathroom, you can watch them from
the doorway to see them go and come back, while still keeping an eye on the kids in
the classroom. Same for watching them go get a drink from the water fountain.
If a few kids are thirsty, take the whole class to the water fountain.
If toddlers are being potty trained, ask them frequently if they need to go potty and
take them to the little toilet if they are squirming and touching their crotch area. If they
have an accident, change their clothes. Ask parents to provide extra clothes and a plastic bag for soiled clothes.
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FIRE DRILL/LOCKDOWN
The fire drill retreat area is along the back fence of the south playground, behind the swing set. Go out through the back door.
Do a head count as you exit the building and also when you
reach the back fence. Instruct children to walk in single file,
led by a caregiver.
In case of a lockdown, an announcement will be made. Close the
classroom door and it will lock automatically. Keep kids away from the windows
and play quiet games until staff or someone you recognize comes to you. Do not
open the door to a stranger, even if they identify themselves as part of the congregation.

Your safety:
Please try to leave together if you are leaving after dark or wait together if one of you is
waiting for a ride outside.
We provide First Aid training every couple of years, as needed, and will pair up trained
caregivers with new, untrained caregivers.
Post your cell phone number on the door to the RE building if care givers are alone in
the building with children. Never leave the front doors unlocked after services while
the campus is empty. Have parents call when they are ready to come get their children.

Tools & Tips for Childcare Workers:
Working:
Arrive 15 minutes before the start of services or the event you are providing childcare
for.
Refrain from talking to each other about personal business while children are present.
That is not appropriate.
If no children arrive in your room by 15 minutes after the start of childcare, call the RE
Staff and report it. Staff will find something else for you to do; you may be needed in
another classroom.
If kids are misbehaving or crying excessively, ask someone from the RE Staff to come
and help you assess the situation.
If you need to leave the room for any reason, call the RE Staff for someone to step in
for you.
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Timesheets:
Fill out and sign your time sheet so that we can pay you! Caregiver timesheets will be
located in a drawer in the Nursery.
If you work a day other than a Sunday, slip your signed timesheet under one of the RE
Office doors.
If, for whatever reason, no timesheet is available when you work, text or email the RE
Staff your hours, and a timesheet will- be filled out for you.

Communicating with RE Staff
Church Main Office: 884-1801. Hours: Monday-Thursday 9:00 to 4:00.
Sundays, 8:30 to 12:30.
Mia Noren, Director of Religious Education: dre@uuabq.org or 505503-1212, text or call.
Alana Rodriguez, Religious Education Administrative Assistant: readmin@uuabq.org or
505-269-7299, text or call.
Brie-Anne Stout, Religious Education Aide: brieannemckernan@gmail.com or 505-9179631, text or email.

Communicate with each other:
If you need a sub to work your hours, please attempt to find one yourself from the list of
childcare workers. If you can’t find anyone to sub for you, please let Alana know as soon as
possible.
Alana will email you an updated list of childcare workers and contact information as changes
occur. Put the information in your cell phone.
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Childcare Covenant
For the safety of both our children and our child care staff, it is important that parents talk to
their children before dropping them off. Children need to be aware of the guidelines, expectations, and resources so that everyone can be safe, happy, and comfortable. Please go over the
following points with your child before you drop them off.
Listen to and respect the directions of the child care staff.
Play nicely with others and share toys in the child care room. This means no hitting, kicking, biting, pushing, or saying mean things to others.
Don’t leave the child care room without a child care worker. Ask an adult if you need to
use the restroom or want to go outside.
Respect the room you play in, and the toys you play with.
If I ever feel uncomfortable or like I need a parent, I can tell the child care worker and they
will help me.

Parent’s name: _________________________________________ Has gone over the child
care covenant with my child(ren), and agrees that if the child(ren) cannot abide by the guidelines, I will sign my child(ren) out of the child care room.
Parent Signature: ___________________________________________________
If your child is old enough, have them check off the agreements below and write their name.
□ I will listen to my teachers
□ I will play nicely with others
□ I will not leave the room without an adult
□ I will treat toys gently
□ I can tell the teacher if I need my mom or dad
My Name: ______________________________
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From the COMPENDIUM OF CHURCH POLICIES
Bullet Points from Code of Ethics:
Leaders shall be informed of the code of ethics and agree to it before assuming their
role. In cases of violation of this code, appropriate action will be taken.
No minister, adult leader, childcare employee, church schoolteacher, or other person
working under the auspices of the First Unitarian Church of Albuquerque shall engage in
sexual, seductive or erotic behavior with youth under age 18. Neither shall they harass or
engage in behavior with youth that constitutes verbal, emotional, or physical abuse.
When any minister, adult leader, childcare employee, religious education teacher, or
other person working under the auspices of First Unitarian Church has reason to suspect
that a youth or child under 18 has been the victim of sexual abuse, physical abuse, or neglect, these suspicions shall be immediately reported. Childcare employees shall directly
report their suspicions to the appropriate authorities or to the director of the childcare
center.
2. Code of Ethics Revised by Core Staff; Board Approved: April 2005
Adults and older youth who are in leadership roles are in a position of stewardship and play a key role in fostering spiritual
development of both individuals and the community. It is, therefore, especially important that those in leadership positions
be well qualified to provide the special nurture, care, and support that will enable youth to develop a positive sense of self
and a spirit of independence and responsibility. The relationship between young people and their leaders must be one of
mutual respect if the positive potential is to be realized. There are no more important areas of growth than those of selfworth and the development of a healthy identity as a sexual being. Adults play a key role in assisting youth in these areas of
growth. Wisdom dictates that youth suffer damaging effects when engaging in sexual, seductive, or erotic behavior with
youth leaders. Neither shall youth leaders sexually harass or engage in behavior with children or youth that constitutes
verbal, emotional, or physical abuse. Leaders shall be informed of the code of ethics and agree to it before assuming their
role. In cases of violation of this code, appropriate action will be taken. No minister, adult leader, childcare employee,
church schoolteacher, or other person working under the auspices of the First Unitarian Church of Albuquerque shall engage in sexual seductive or erotic behavior with youth under age 18. Neither shall they harass or engage in behavior with
youth that constitutes verbal, emotional, or physical abuse. When any minister, adult leader, childcare employee, religious
education teacher, or other person working under the auspices of First Unitarian Church has reason to suspect that a youth
or child under 18 has been the victim of sexual abuse, physical abuse, or neglect, these suspicions shall be immediately
reported. Childcare employees shall directly report their suspicions to the appropriate authorities or to the director of the
childcare center. Religious Education teachers, adult leaders, and other responsible persons who suspect abuse of neglect
shall immediately report their suspicions to a First Unitarian Church minister. It shall be the responsibility of the minister to
investigate these suspicions, and in those cases where sufficient cause exists, the minister shall make appropriate reports to
authorities as required by law. An employee who is charged with a crime involving a minor should notify a First Unitarian
Church minister of this fact, or they will be asked to resign their religious education responsibilities. Reference: Code of
Ethics for Persons Working with Youth in UUA-Sponsored Programming.
Regarding child care for church activities (where the majority of participants are church members) and church-related activities (where 50% or more of the participants are not church members) : If these groups wish to offer childcare they must
follow the church’s Safe Congregation Policy and Childcare Policy and contact the Religious Education office before offering
childcare. Child care personnel will be provided by the Religious Education office.
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Bullet Points from Childcare procedures:
Two childcare workers need to be in the room at all times.
The ratio of adults to children should not exceed 2:20 for children over the age of 5,
2:12 for children between the ages 2–4, and 2:6 for children under the age of 2.
At least one parent or guardian must remain on campus while their child is being cared
for.
Childcare staff is not responsible for providing meals or snacks, so parents should provide snacks for their own children, or groups can arrange meals or snacks with specific
allergy information kept in mind.
If a group arranges childcare and no children show up to the event within the first 30
minutes, the childcare staff is allowed to leave. The group who arranged the childcare
will be billed for two hours of pay for each childcare staff hired for the event.
Meetings must also end on time, as childcare staff are not required to stay later then
the scheduled time.

Childcare Procedures: Trained childcare attendants, who have undergone a background check through our Religious
Education office, conduct childcare on church premises. Associated church activities may bring in outside childcare through a childcare agency that conducts their own background checks, but the Religious Education office
must be notified of the agency being used in advance. Due to our Safe Congregation Policy, two childcare workers need to be in the room at all times. The ratio of adults to children should not exceed 2:20 for children over
the age of 5, 2:12 for children between the ages 2–4, and 2:6 for children under the age of 2. At least one parent
or guardian must remain on campus while their child is being cared for. When requesting childcare through the
Religious Education office, arrangements must be made two weeks prior to the meeting/activity date. While the
office will try to arrange childcare, there is no guarantee that childcare can be provided for every request. The
approximate number and ages of children expected need to be included in the original childcare request so the
appropriate number of childcare workers can be hired. Childcare staff is not responsible for providing meals or
snacks, so parents should provide snacks for their own children, or groups can arrange meals or snacks with
specific allergy information kept in mind. The Religious Education office pays for childcare for major church
meetings and activities, such as teacher trainings, annual meetings, Religious Education-related events, and so
on. The Religious Education office subsidizes childcare for smaller church activities, such as committee meetings,
extended families, and task forces. For smaller church activities, groups are encouraged to pay a donation to
help with costs. For associated church activities, groups are expected to cover the cost of childcare. If a group
arranges childcare and no children show up to the event within the first 30 minutes, the childcare staff is allowed to leave. The group who arranged the childcare will be billed for two hours of pay for each childcare staff
hired for the event. Meetings must also end on time, as childcare staff are not required to stay later then the
scheduled time.
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Policy on Preventing the Spread of Infectious Diseases in the Religious Education
Program Board Approved: April 17, 1995
a. Background First Unitarian Church’s RE program has developed a policy and guidelines on infectious diseases. This policy
reflects our church’s philosophy of respect for the worth and dignity of each individual. Given the irrational fears that
some infectious diseases may produce, the most effective way to avoid unnecessary exposure and provide a safe environment in the church school setting is to learn how to prevent the spread of infectious diseases. Our RE program recognizes policy changes in accordance with new information and regulations.
b. General Guidelines Since we may not always know who has an infectious disease, it is important that the RE staff and
volunteers use universal precautions when caring for children. Universal precautions will be reviewed annually during
the fall teacher training under discussion of “nuts and bolts” issues. Staff and volunteers will be asked to sign a release
that they received a copy of this policy and received training in universal precautions. A record of those who signed this
release will be kept. The record and this policy on preventing the spread of infectious diseases will be made available to
the parents of children enrolled in the RE program.

Procedures related to personal hygiene:
• Implement a proper hand-washing technique: Apply soap with ten seconds of friction and
then rinse with running water.
• Wear disposable gloves when touching blood or other body fluids. Change gloves after contact with each child.

Procedures related to food handling:
• RE staff, volunteers, and children will wash their hands before preparing or serving food,
and before eating meals or snacks.
• Surfaces used for food preparation and serving will be cleaned.

Procedures related to toilet use and diaper changing:
• RE staff, volunteers, and children will wash their hands after using the toilet, changing diapers, assisting a child with toilet use, or coming into contact with blood, urine, or fecal
material.

Procedures related to cleaning:
• Surfaces soiled with urine, blood, or fecal material will be cleaned with a 10 percent
bleach/water solution.
• Soiled materials (gloves, paper towels, tissues, and so on) will be placed in a readily identifiable bag for disposal.
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First Unitarian Compendium of Church Policies 31 Revised April 2011
The following is a list of precautions.
• Children who have an infectious disease that can be communicated to others should be

kept at home.
• When a child becomes ill, the child will be kept separated from the other children, and parent(s) will be called to come and take the child home.
• The child may return to church school when the illness has passed.
Confidentiality is often a medical and legal requirement. Only RE staff and volunteer personnel who have a need to know
will be informed of a child’s specific health condition. Children will be informed in more general terms. The child’s parents will notify the church if the child has attended church school while having an infectious illness. The church will then
inform parents of other children in that class so they can watch for potential symptoms. First Unitarian will not employ
a person whose health or conduct impairs the person’s ability to properly protect the children’s health, safety, and welfare.

Bullet Points from Safe Congregation Policy:
When working with children, one supervisor must be over the age of 18, and the other
supervisor will be at least 14. When working with youth, one supervisor must be over the
age of 25, and the other supervisor will be at least 21.
Any situation that a church member, group leader, minister, or staff person believes constitutes physical, sexual, verbal, or emotional abuse should be called to the attention of a
minister, member of the Committee on Ministry, or board member

Safe Congregation Policy Revised and Board Approved: October 2007
a. Purpose The programs at First Unitarian Church are run in such a way as to honor the worth and dignity of every individual who participates and to give individuals an opportunity to express their opinions, feelings, and talents within a caring community. It is expected that these two values will occasionally come in conflict. When they do, they will be managed in the
following ways. b. Definitions 1) Children Under the age of 14. 2) Youth Between the ages of 14 and 20. 3) Two Trained Supervisors When working with children, one supervisor must be over the age of 18, and the other supervisor will be at least
14. When working with youth, one supervisor must be over the age of 25, and the other supervisor will be at least 21. c.
Procedures: General Congregation 1) Unambiguous Issues of Abuse The programs at First Unitarian Church are run in such a
way as to minimize the possibility that vulnerable persons will experience physical, sexual, verbal, or emotional abuse at the
hands of other members, staff, or ministers. Any situation that a church member, group leader, minister, or staff person
believes constitutes physical, sexual, verbal, or emotional abuse should be called to the attention of a minister, member of
the Committee on Ministry, or board member. Any of these persons is authorized by the congregation to put an immediate
stop to the situation. If illegal activity is occurring, these persons are further authorized to notify the proper authorities.
These events should be documented. If the pattern of abuse persists, the matter should be brought before the Health Community Team. If resolution is not reached, the matter should be brought before the board for action as soon as possible. First
Unitarian Compendium of Church Policies 33 Revised April 2011 2) Ambiguous Issues of Abuse These are situations in which
the issue is not abuse but discomfort, fear, dislike, inappropriate behavior, or damage to group processes and relationships.
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Our guiding principal in this matter is that the inherent worth and dignity of every person be respected. This will ensure that
concerns for safety will be taken seriously and due process for all involved will be observed. Should an individual or group
feel victimized by one or more members of the congregation, they should first discuss their feelings with the other party(s)
to see if a resolution is possible. In the event that, for whatever reason, one of the parties does not feel able to directly address the other person, a third party should be asked to mediate. The first choice should be the group leader; if both people
in conflict are part of the same group, the minister or another person who feels comfortable addressing the issue may be
chosen. The church office may be able to assist in finding someone. This mediator should be certain that both sides of the
conflict be heard. Should informal mediation not resolve the issue, the Committee on Ministry should hear the parties. The
person mediating in Step 2 should be included in this meeting, as well as any relevant experts (if needed) on the issues being resolved. If necessary, outside advice can be sought if something unexpected comes up (for example, mental health
issues or substance abuse). The mediator should document the meeting in some manner. A formal, written agreement
should be drawn up at the end of this meeting with the clear understanding among all parties involved that violation of this
agreement will require further action on the part of the church. As a last resort, if the agreement drawn up in Step 3 is violated, the matter will be brought to the attention of the board of directors. The board, as the church’s legal entity, may
choose to enforce the provisions of the agreement of resolution by canceling the membership of one or more of the parties
involved, pursuing legal action, or taking other action as they see fit. If at any point the ambiguous behavior escalates into
the realm of the unambiguously abusive or illegal behavior, it must be treated as described in section 1a. d. Additional Policies for Ministers, Staff, and Volunteers. 1) Ministers Ministers have agreed to adhere to the UUMA guidelines for ethics in
all dealings with church members, volunteers, and staff. In unambiguous cases of abuse, the board is required to notify the
UUA’s Ministerial Fellowship Committee (see attached “Complaint Procedures for Ministerial Misconduct”). In ambiguous
situations, the matter should be brought before the Committee on Ministry for mediation. If the situation is not resolved
and/or escalates, the Committee on Ministry should bring the matter to the board for immediate consideration. If the board
is unable to resolve the matter, it should be taken to the district and/or congregation. First Unitarian Compendium of
Church Policies 34 Revised April 2011 2) Staff and Volunteers Staff persons and volunteers should be called to task by their
supervisor, the Administrative Council, or the board. If the conflict is of a personal rather than a professional nature, it may
be brought before the Committee on Ministry provided that both parties agree to such arbitration. In these cases this is
possible even if the staff member is not a member of the Congregation. If no resolution is reached, or if arbitration is refused, the Committee on Ministry should bring the matter to the Administrative Council. e. Additional Policies for Religious
Education Persons working with children and youth have a high level of responsibility for their own conduct and for vigilance in the protection of those in their care. All regular childcare staff and volunteers will be trained in appropriate classroom management and child safety and will undergo a background check. Children’s activities and classes will have two
trained supervisors in the room at all times. Parents must be informed in advance about the process and content of any
educational material (that is, sex education and death education) that is likely to distress children. All youth advisors will be
asked to sign the UUA’s Youth Advisor Responsibility Notice. The RE director has the right to ask any adult to withdraw from
contact with children or youth if they deem it necessary for the safety of the children or church. Sexual or sexualized relationships between children or youth and adults are deemed inappropriate under all circumstances. Additional guidelines
can be found in the Compendium of Church Policies under the title “Code of Ethics for Youth Program Leaders.” The Director of Religious Education may set additional policies within the above general guidelines.
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I, _______________________________________, a member of the child care
staff of First Unitarian Church of Albuquerque, hereby certify that I have received copies of the Code of Ethics, Childcare Procedures, Policy on Preventing
the Spread of Infectious Diseases in the Religious Education Program, and Safe
Congregation Policy. I further certify that I participated in a discussion of these
policies during Child Care Training on Saturday, April 11th, 2015, and that I understand how they affect the performance of my employment as a child care
worker here at First Unitarian Church of Albuquerque.

Signature: __________________________________________

Print name: _________________________________________

Date: _____________________________
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